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 In truth I have to say Rush Green
Bowl is not my favourite away
ground, we always seem to find it a
difficult place to play, although our
recent record is good, the pitch
always seems below par! That’s
not meant as a derisory comment,
until you are involved in non-
league football administration it’s
hard to sometimes grasp how
difficult it is getting bodies you can
rely on to volunteer to do things,
and every club does the best they
can under their current
circumstances with the volunteers
they have, most of whom have half
a dozen tasks as the norm.

On the other side of the coin it’s
always good to see, the man I
always feel is Mr Clacton, Danny
Coyle and wife Debra, more so
these days, as we can compare
what pills we both take, It’s now a
bit like poker, I name a pill I’m taking, he covers that and ups it by two. In the end we both
agree, we are still vertical and not currently in any obituaries, so we settle for watching the
game.

Danny Crump returned in goal while Taylor Hastings came in at No 4 with Jamal Wiggins
dropping to the bench, Nick Ingram was absent through illness so leading scorer Miles
Powell got the number 9 shirt with Joe Francis also returning to the starting line-up after
missing Saturday’s win.

There could have been early goals at both ends with Miles Powell noticing Clacton’s ‘keeper
off his line in the opening minute and attempting a lob him, which he did successfully but he
also managed to clear the home sides crossbar by several feet as well ending with a goal
kick to the home side. At the other end the Essex Seasiders built an attack But Terry Rymer
headed wide of the target when well placed without troubling Crump with six minutes on the
clock.



The visitor’s should have been
ahead in the 11  minute when
some neat footwork from Joe
Francis ended with him laying the
ball back into the path of Scott
Chaplin who flashed his shot wide
of the post.

The home sides best chance of the
night came in the 13  minute as
they forced two corners in quick
succession, Jake Planes flag kick
was cleared behind for a second

corner and Rymer met Billy Wales flag kick with a firm goal bound header, only to be denied
by Danny Crump who got across to palm the ball away, it was the home sides only real
chance of the evening when Crump had to be at his best to deny the hosts No9.

The opening goal came six minutes later from an unlikely source, Sheridan Driver his a deep
Crossfield pass to Joe Francis who sent Stuart Ainsley away down the left, the full back
making ground into the Clacton area before drilling a low left foot shot across Luke Avenell
into the bottom corner of the net.

It’s a rare occasion that Ainsley
scores a goal in open play, his
forte being from set pieces and he
was clearly delighted with his own
turn of pace and finish. It might
have been 2-0 five minutes later
when Lee Clowsley was yellow
carded for deliberate handball in
front of his own penalty area,
Francis beat the wall with his free
kick but Avenell turned the ball
away for a corner.

Jamal Wiggins replaced Taylor Hastings at the break and the visitors took a firm grip on the
game straight from the kick off. Jordy Matthews looked certain to score at the end of a neat
build up but somehow managed to find the arms of Avenell from close range when it looked
easier to score, but it was a short lived reprieve as Powell showed strength in holding off two
defender as he carried the ball into the Clacton area and his a firm volley beyond the home
‘keeper in the 51  minute and three minutes later Francis fired home from the penalty spot
after being pulled down.
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The third goal ended the game as
a contest, the home side worked
hard looking neat and busy in the
middle of the park, passing the ball
well on an uncertain surface but
never really threatened to disrupt
the visitors back four. The Suffolk
Seasiders were happy to conceded
and defend corners, while
themselves looking dangerous
every time they got forward.

Avenell produced a fine save on
the hour to deny Kerridge who drilled a rasping volley from 25yards and produced an
excellent save four minutes from time to deny Powell from the penalty spot after Tom Austin
had tripped Chaplin.

Over the 90 minutes the visitors were comfortable winners with the Essex Seasiders looking
good in midfield and probably having the greater share of possession, certainly in the second
half but they lacked any real punch up front and struggled to contain the lively Suffolk
Seasiders front line.

Speaking to Kevin O’Donnell after the game  he felt “The team managed the game well from
start to finish and looked dangerous every time they went forward, were very strong
defensively and never looked like conceding.” He went on to add “It was good to keep a clean
sheet and gives the squad a boost ahead of Saturdays game and the away support was
fantastic once again!”

Hopefully see you all at CO6 1NT 3pm Saturday!
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